For a perfect ground of it1finit.e extent, n=5 E(a0,cr) Cos 7 o n COS Tqt.
?l=1
Figs. 3 and 4 show the results for several steering angles.
Note that the peak of the main beam points iu the desired direction when the steering angle is greater than lo", which is approximately one 3-dB beamwidth of the effective aperture (actual aperture and imagesj, but. does not do so below that angie. However, except for 0", a case of academic int,erest. only, this limit-ation applies also to perfect prormd of il1finit.e extent (Section 117).
11-. DISCL-SSIOX OF LOR-A K G L E STEERIKG LIJIITATIOX~
Consider for simplicity an infinite plane of perfect conduct,ivity. The cosine illumination (9) can be expressed as the sum
This is equivalent to applying t.he sum of complex conjugate excit,at.ions t.0 every element, one for steering t.o +ao, the ot.her to -010. For vertical polarization one can post.ulate the existence of image elements of the same excitat.ion as the act.ua1 elements. The terns
of the elements and exp f +j[ 12s/X)hi sin w]) of the images form preciselv t.he right phase front for steering to + a o ; similarly, the ot,her conjugate sets form a phase front for steering to -ao. 1Te thus have in effect txvo patterns, each corresponding t.o twice the apert.ure, steered in oppo&e direction with the restriction: of course, that only that. part of the downward steered pattern exists ahich lies above the earth. At zero degrees, the two patterns coalesce into one, but. at. all other angles t.here are various degrea of interference. Wit,hin elevation angles of one 3-dB heamwidth, the interference is sufficiently strong to cawe beam dkt,ortions, resulting i n significant departures from the desired point.ing direction. Increwing the apert.ure, therefore, results in an illcrease i n the potential steering region.
The situation is more complicated in the case of ixperfect groluld, which includes the finite ground screen on any Foil. Two rotating pat.terns can again be postlllated but they are different. from those i n the preceeding case and are complex (rather t.han real). The interference results in an ruldercut pattern below the pseudoBrewster angle and essentially the same resrdts as before above it. Consequently. to extend steerinq to lower allgles requires both a more nearly perfect ground plane and a hiq!:er aperture. The practical a a y to improve the ground p1a11e i? t o le~lglhen the screen.
V. COSCLL-SIOSS
The analyzis demonstrated the r~tility of the sillrlsoidal illlunination for elevation steering of the patter11 of all array over a modest ground screen (16 waveleugths = 4x0 meters at 10 1IHz). For a screen and an apertrue of about 16 and 2 wavelengths, respectively, the effective steeriug regiou st.arts at about 10". The steering region can be est.ended t o lower angles by iucreasing bot.h the screen and the aperture.
I t is reasonable to expect. that simple approximatiom to a sinusoidal illumination, for example a square wave ( & I ) , can be used t,o steer the beam if t,he atteudant high secondary lobes, due to harmonics are acceptable.
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Very valuable cont.ribut.ions b? S. X. Hunt of the Mitre Corporat.ion are gratefully acknodedged. dipoles, and parallel short dipoles are included. The formula obtained is discussed in some detail and contour diagrams of the directivity as a function of the spacing and the phase constants in the above-mentioned cases are exhibited.
I. INTRODGCTIOX Among t.he large variety of arrays of r a d i a h g elements, the simplest, type is the uniform linear array. This array is completely specified by the spacing and the phase progression corlst.ants. In what follorrs, t,he directive properties of uniform arrays of isotropic sources, parallel dipoles, and collinear dipoles are considered as a fmction of the spacing and phase constants.
DERIS7.4TIOK O F T H E DIRECTIVITY
The directivity D (8, 4 ) of any array is defmed by
1-
ahere P(6,d) is the power pattern and & an element of solid angle. For a linear uniform array ait.h t,he elements 1ocat.ed on the z axis ( e = 0) of a rectangular coordinate system, the power pattern is given by
where f(44) is t.he radiation pattern of the individual element. and g(8) t,he array factor. When we denote the spacing between consecutive elements by d and t,he phase progression constant by 6, the array factor where n is the number of elements. Now
?(e,+) = 1 for isotropic elements = sin2 8 for collinear short dipoles = 1 -sin2 8 cos? 4 for parallel short dipoles and it is easily shown that t.he int.egral (1) Table I . The above formula has been derived in [Z] using the same met.hod, but in a less general and slightly modified form. For 6 = 0 and are presented it1 [4]. The line 6 = 0 corresponds to broadside arrays and t.he line 6 = -kd to ordinary endfire arrays, while t,he domain between these lines corresponds to a.rrays m5t.h ot,her or additional maximum directions. 111 the area. between 6 = -kd and 6 = -r, the array is still endfire but the magnitude of the main lobe is reduced compared to the magnit.ude obtained when the condition for ordinary endfire radiation is fulfilled. For n 2 3 the magnihde of the main lobe may become less than the largest sidelobe. The part of each diagram corresponding to such values of 6 and kd is left. empty.
It. is seen from (3) that for kc1 = pr: p = 1,2,3,---, the maximum directivity is independent of 6 and equal to the number of elements n. For a broadside array ( 6 = O ) , Di, = n when kd = P H while for an endfire array this value is obtained when kd = prF2. From 
n = 6
the contour diagrams (for n = 3 and 6) it appears that in addition a wavy contour Di, = n. esist.s and t,hat the directiviti-surface exhibits saddle points on the lines kd = ps;. Two absolute maxima are present in the figures. The broadside maximum is obtained when kd is somewhat less than ZH, and it is noted that the directivity decreases sharply heyond this maximum due t.0 the appearance of g r a h g lobes in t,he radiation pattern. The endfire maximum is obtained when kd is somewhat less than H. This maximum is not obtained with an ordinary endfire array 6 = -kd and it k in t,hk context interesting to consider the Hansen-Woodyard condition for increased directivit.y of endfire arrays [SI. These authors found t,hat an increased directivity could be obtained, if, for an ordinaly endfire array, t.he phase const.ant was changed to
=here n is the number of elements. The above expression may he depicted as a straight line in the present diagrams. It is seen that it yields larger directivit,. than the corresponding ordinary endfire condit.ion, hut also that even higher directivity may be obtained by a uniform endfire array. The diagram for n = 2 (Fig. 1) is of special interest because the point jkd!6i = ( O , -T !~) is included. It is well knoan that the theoret.ica1 maximum direct.ivity of an equispaced linear array is equal to nz [SI, but this optimum value is in general not obtained for an array wit.h uriform excitation. However, in the c s e of n = 2, the optimum array is also a uniform a.rray and the optimum value D b a = 4 may be obtained from (3) for kd + 0 and 6 + -180.
The tricky nature of this optimum is illmt,rated by the fact. that it is obtained only when the constraint. 6 = Skd -r is introduced, and the cont.our diagram illustrates t.he complicated ?tructare of the directivit.y surface in the vicinity of bhis point.
The center diagrams in each figure apply for arrays of parallel dipoles. The structure of the diagrams is similar t o that for isotropic elements, but some distortion results, especially in t.he upper parts of t.he diagrams. It should be noted t.hat the position of the broadside and endfire maxima is almost unchanged when the isotropic element,s are replaced by parallel dipoles.
The bott.om diagrams apply for collinear dipoles. In this case, no endfire radiation is obtained and a marked dist.ortion of the diagrams results. Very low directivities are obtained in the endfire area and, furt,hermore, t.he broadside maximum is shifted in the direct.ion of kd = 2~. Abstract-A theoretical study is made for obtaining the pulse radiated from an impedance loaded dipole. Numerical results are presented for an antenna that is slowly charged and suddenly shorted at the terminals. The impedance loadings are chosen as those on an existing antenna located at Sandia Laboratory, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
HENXISG

I. ISTRODUCTIOX
The radiat.ion of a particular pulse shape by a dipole antenna usually requires an altogether m e r e n t voltage pulse driving the antenna. The determination of the required driving voltage pulse may be extremely difficult. However, if the frequency respowe of the antenna b essent.ially flat, then the radiated pulse in the equatorial plane e = r / 2 is proportional to the time derivative of the voltage puke. Such an antenna, an impedance loaded dipole, was recently studied [I] . The formulation yields the current distribution under steady state conditions. The radiated fields also may be determined for steady state conditions using standard techniques. In this paper t.hese radiated fields are s1lperimposed to obtain the appropriate t.ime hist.ory of t.he fields for the specific voltage pulse escitat,ion. To obtain numberical result8 the impedance loadings are considered to be t.hose on the "long-wire" antenna at Sandia Laborat.ory, Albuquerque, PI'. Nex.
ANALYSIS
Current Dis:ributwn
Consider a dipole antenna of length 211 to exitend from z = -A to E = h (see Fig. 1 ). The antenna is driven at the center by voltage V o ( w ) , w is the radian frequency, and is symmetrically loaded with Xannscript received April 3, 1969; revised June 13. 1969. impedances 21 at points f z l along the antenna axis. For convenience, a slice generator driving mechanism is used. Then the current distributiotl 011 the antenna is obt.ained by solving t.he integral equation 
s'
The constant C is chosen to expedite t,he solution and the eqansion coefficients are obtained by solving a system of linear equations result.ing from substit.ut,ing (3) into (1) [I] . To obtain the current djstribution on the antenna when driven by a pulsed voltage, V O (~) is take: as the Fourier transform of the voltage pulse and the resdting I ( z , w ) is interpreted as the Fourier transform of the current. puke. Hence t.he time history of t.he result.ing current is obt.ained by taking the inverse 
